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FINAL NOMINATING COMMITTEE REPORT TO ONE-PS 

December 1, 2021 

This is the Nominating Committee’s final report for the December 14, 2021 
membership meeting, wherein a vote on the List of Candidates will occur. 

The Final List of Candidates is attached. Turn the floor over to Paula as Nom Com 
Chair.  She will introduce the List. I cannot remember who conducts the election! 
Peter cannot as he is a candidate. Shall I do it? 

Since there are no contested seats, the vote can be by voice acclamation to accept 
the slate as presented. Request that the Board ratify this approach. 

It’s been a pleasure to do this work to help ensure a solid future for ONE-PS. Those 
willing to serve as Officers and At-Large Directors deserve our sincere “Thank You.” 

Respectfully submitted, 

Paula Auburn – Chair 
Roy Clark 
Sid Craig 
Christine Hammond 
With grateful assistance from Peter Sipkins 



ONE-PS Candidate List   - FINAL 

October 21, 2021 

Office Candidate NOrg 
Chair Peter Sipkins Melody Ranch 

Vice Chair Ted Janka Warm Sands 
Treasurer Tom Gardiner Deepwell 
Secretary Kathy Cohn Sunrise Park 
Comm Officer Charlie Roddy Upper West Side 

At-Large 
1         Shawnda Thomas 

Faveau 
Desert Highland 
Gateway Estates 

2 Stephen Moses Old Las Palmas 
3    Don Barrett Warm Sands 
4       Ardine Thompson Escena 
5 Cynthia Session Desert Highland 

Gateway Estates 
6 Chris Ruetz Movie Colony East 



















ONE-PS Code Enforcement and Public Works Committee
Minutes, Novermber 3, 2021, Meeting (Draft)

Meeting Minutes

ONE-PS Committee members in attendance: Don Barrett, Roy Clark, Kathy Cohn, David Doyle, Corinne 
Griswold, Mike Guerra, Bob Peterson, Cynthia Session, Peter Sipkins 

City Staff in attendance: Francisco Jaime, Janine Newbry, David Recio, Joel Montalvo, Patrick Tallarico, 
Veronica Goedhart

Opening comments The meeting was held using Zoom, hosted by Don Barrett. The meeting began at
approximately 10:02AM.  The minutes of the October 6 meeting were approved by consent.

Public Comment:  [no public comments were made] 

Code Enforcement  

October Code Compliance Report -  previously email distributed [attached to minutes], Janine described 
them as consistent with previous month. 

Code Compliance Topics – David Recio reported that they had five candidates for code officer awaiting 
review by the chief and was hoping for additional as internal hires that would not need as much review.  On 
discussion of Code Compliance’s enforcement of Covid regulations and the forthcoming Pride weekend, 
David felt they were ready for that.   

Outstanding concerns brought to committee: 

El Rancho Vista Estates (Chia St) – Don Barrett noted that the complaint from the previous month, 
about inappropriate use of Chia St and a vacant lot as access to a commercial area, has seemingly 
been resolved by boulders being brought in to cut off access.  No one in Code Compliance or 
Engineering knew who had ordered that action. 

Code Enforcement FAQs – not yet on website. 

Hotel vs vacation rental distinctions regarding noise complaints (from October meeting) – there was 
further discussion of how noise complaints are handled with small resorts as compared to vacation 
rentals, conclusion was that the city needed to reconsider house noise complaints are handled.  

Vacational Rental report: 

Discussion began with noting a recent public opinion piece in the Desert Sun regarding noise at vacation 
rentals.  Discussed with Veronica Goedhart whether a monthly report would be doable that had the number 
of complaints, by topic, and then within those, the number of citations.  Discussed having a monthly report 
as a way to tell if complaints increase with specific city-wide activities or holidays.   Veronica thought such 
would be possible.  This would be a report to this committee, not necessarily a report for the city website. 

Sustainability: 

Patrick Tallarico reported that there was to be a discussion with ONE-PS about the electricity rates. 

Engineering Services: 



Francisco noted that data was starting to be collected in October for traffic calming projects and analysis 
would begin with reports back to the neighborhoods.  He also noted that a more robust pedestrian cross 
system was being installed at Racquet Club and via Miraleste, but that there was a delay in installing that.  
He also noted that they have received and/or process 50 work orders related to traffic calming since January 
1st. 

Mike Guerra asked about writing letters to request reconsideration of speed limits due to AB 43 having been 
passed.  Mike was particularly concerned about the speed limits on Arenas west of Belardo due to the high 
levels of pedestrian and bike use.  Francisco indicated that it was to0 early to be filing such requests. 

Francisco noted also: 
• replacement of Sunrise Park restroom was completed, Demuth Park and Desert Highlands restrooms

were in construction phase
• playground resurfacing was ongoing;
• contract was being awarded for acoustical work at the Pavillion;
• contracts for fire exit improvement and HVAC for Demuth center were out to bid;
• traffic management signal equipment update project is underway, and
• pedestrian safety project reports would be coming out to the community.

He noted that delays were largely due to problems in getting equipment and materials shipped to sites. 

Future meeting schedule: 

Don brought up concerns about the meeting schedule, noting that the current timing of being at the first part 
of the month made it such that the minutes and/or other materials from this meeting were not available until 
the Membership meeting of the following month, for example material from the November CEPW would not 
be available until the December Membership.  This is a problem when materials are time sensitive.  He 
suggested that the CEPW meeting be in the third or fourth week of the month. 

It was also noted that Engineering had expressed concern about meeting monthly since the pace of 
engineering projects is such that there isn’t much change by month and the meeting took away from work 
time for engineering. 

After discussion between ONE-PS members in the meeting, the decision was to meet on the third 
Wednesday of every other month, continuing with 10AM, starting in January.  We also decided to continue 
meeting by Zoom for the foreseeable future.  [A subsequent poll of meeting attendees by email indicated 
approval of this plan] 

Next Meeting: Wednesday, 01/19/2022, 10:00 – 11:30 am by Zoom 

ADJOURN 

Don Barrett, Interim Chairperson 



Memorandum

1 

Date: October 2021 

Subject: Code Compliance Monthly Report 

To: ONE-PS 

From: Code Compliance 

The purpose of this report is to provide monthly Code Compliance activity information to the 
neighborhoods and interested parties.  Below is the list for the estimated number of inquiries 

and complaints received for specific neighborhood groups and complaint sources. 

Code Case Breakdown 

Estimated Count of Complaints From All Sources 
(October, 2021) 

Hotline: 108 
City App: 263 
In Person:     4 
Estimated Total: 375 
Cases opened:   46 

Neighborhood Address General Category 
Chino Canyon 2481 Palm Canyon Dr N Property Maintenance 
Demuth Park 924 S Paseo Dorotea Multiple Violations 
Demuth Park 4184 Calle San Raphael Refuse & Waste 
Demuth Park 3974 E Cam San Simeon Refuse & Waste 
Demuth Park 4037 Paseo Luisa Refuse & Waste 
Demuth Park 835 Nueva Vista Dr Building Code Violation 
Demuth Park 3964 E Calle San Raphael Refuse & Waste 
Desert Park Est. 1795 Sharon Rd Landscape Maintenance 
Desert Park Est. 3095 N Chuperosa Rd Property Maintenance 
Not in a Neighborhood 390 Indian Canyon Dr S Other 

Top Neighborhoods Top Complaints Top Inquires 
Tahquitz River Estates Property & Landscape 

Maintenance 
Property maintenance, 

Refuse and Waste 
Demuth Park Refuse and Waste Vehicle Parking 



Memorandum

2 

Not in a Neighborhood 556 E Chuckwalla Rd Refuse & Waste 
Not in a Neighborhood 1450 N Indian Canyon Dr Vehicles 
Not in a Neighborhood 2822 Alondra Way Zoning Violation 
Ranch Club Estates 2122 Sahara Rd Building Code Violation 
Sunrise Park 142 S Saturmino Dr Refuse & Waste 
Sunrise Park 280 S Cerritos Dr Refuse & Waste 
Tahquitz Creek Golf 2473 S Pebble Beach Dr Multiple Violations 
Tahquitz River Est. 277 E Mesquite Ave Vehicles in Res Zone 
Tahquitz River Est. 886 San Lucas Rd Vehicles in Res Zone 
Tahquitz River Est. 875 E San Lorenzo Rd Parking/Storage of RV’s  
Tahquitz River Est. 1672 N Riverside Dr Parking/Storage of RV’s 
Tahquitz River Est. 1480 S Palm Canyon Dr Refuse & Waste 
Vista Las Palmas 594 W Stevens Rd Landscape Maintenance 
Warm Sands 677 S Thornhill Rd Building Code Violation 



Code Enforcement and Public Works Committee
Update for December 2021 Membership meeting

2022 Schedule:

In November 2021, the CEPW Committee agreed to shift to an every other 
month schedule, meeting on the odd numbered months in 2022.  The 
meeting will be on third Wednesday (dates below) at 10AM; for the 
foreseeable future it will be a Zoom meeting.

Dates: 01/19/2022; 03/16/2022; 05/18/2022; 07/20/2022; 09/21/2022; 
11/16/2022 

Vacation rental department compliance report:

Beginning in January, a bimonthly report from the Vacation Rental 
Department on complaints and related issues has been added to reports for 
the CEPW meetings. 

Speed limits: 

Thanks to fast work by Engineering the changes due to AB 43 were 
proposed to City Council on December 9th and were approved by Council. 
The segment of the Council meeting is worth watching, which is 3a in the 
video index on the left side of this page. 

The changes themselves are in this PDF, the easiest spot to see the 
changes are in the consultants' statement which starts on page 27 of that 
PDF.  Per page 13 of that PDF, the changes will be in effect 30 days after 
passage. 

http://palmspringsca.new.swagit.com/videos/149333#22000678
https://destinyhosted.com/palmsdocs/2021/CC/20211209_1347/3495_3A_OCR.pdf


Summary / Report on 2021 Pride Booth
Don Barrett, chair Pride committee

Following this report are the comments provided by 5 of the volunteers who 
worked the ONE-PS booth at the 2021 Pride festival.  The comments of these 
volunteers are consistent with information gained in informal conversations with 
other volunteers.  Comments are summarized below:

General impressions:

 Engagement with festival attendees was high, with many booth visitors
being local residents (hereafter locals) or considering a move to the area.

 Knowledge, among locals, of neighborhood organizations (NOrgs) was
generally low, though multiple locals expressed interest in involvement by
or with a NOrg. On the other hand, as expected, there was quite a bit of
confusion by locals between NOrgs and HOA’s or the names of specific
developments.

 Despite the lack of knowledge of NOrgs, there was quite a bit fascination
with the blade signs, and many wanted to buy copies of the blade signs or
of the guide.

 Knowledge of ONE-PS, itself, was very low.

Specifics:

 Volunteers and booth visitors complained about the visibility of the map, the
inability to see street names, difficulty in seeing neighborhood names, and
problems with placing dots over neighborhoods.  Response: We are
seeking a new map with more visible street names and have bought a light
for shining on the map at night; different ways of marking neighborhoods
are being considered.

 Volunteers stressed the need for an efficient means for putting booth
visitors in touch with their NOrgs. Response: Cards have been created for
each NOrg with the contact information for that NOrg, visitors to the booth
are encourage to take photos of those cards so as have that information.

 Volunteers commented on the length of the shifts, particularly considering
the heat and sun.  Response: Shortening shifts requires more volunteers
than are available, but we are experimenting with ways of reorienting the
layout of the booth so that more time is spent in the shade.



 Volunteers stressed that they could easily sell copies of blades and guides.
Response: There are ongoing discussions regarding selling copies of
blades, though that is complicated by the fact that the designs are owned
by the NOrgs, not ONE-PS.  There are also discussions about whether to
update the guide, which is now out of date and not representative of all of
the NOrgs.

 Volunteers noted a need for additional information on how residents could
contact the city on issues.  Response: The Events Committee will need to
explore this concern further.



Volunteer reports on 2021 Pride Booth

From: Paula Auburn

Well, it looks like I am last so I can simply say ditto to all of your comments

Here are my takeaways:

1. Could have sold several blade signs!  I asked one person what they would be
willing to pay.  Ans: $15 if metal and $10 if cardboard

2. Neighborhood Guide - could also have sold several of these - I had a DUH
moment and found PS Life website to order PS Life online.  Perhaps a small note/
sign telling people this??

3. YES to street names we can see and read on the map.   Also liked the
comment "people can take a phone picture to get the info."  Excellent - we could
prep small  info posters for that.  Ditto Dan about dot size...we all had difficulty
sticking them to the map

4. Was astounded at the interest level in Norgs!!  Everyone LOVED the blade sign
display!!!  It was apparent that there is a huge disconnect in Norgs getting info to
residents (mine included!!).    Maybe those NOrgs that have "handouts" can
provide them?

5. Need clearer handout info for contacting a NOrg.  Just  handing out ONE-PS
brochures and noting the website isn't enough. Need to include explicit
instructions as well as a visual example?

6. It was great fun but need shorter time slots.  1:00 - 4:30 is too long in the hot
sun.  Also we were in direct sun all day.  Ask for booth location that can face us
north

In closing Dan, Ted did a fab job!  Thank you.  And Dan Fast is a super star!!!  He 
is a phenom stopping and  talking with people!!  

Thanks To all of you,
Paula

*****************************************************************

From: Charlie Roddy

Don & Ted:



First of all, kudos to you both for corralling all of us cats to 
participate.
It was a blast.....great getting outdoors and being among our 
friends and neighbors.
While several of our comments duplicate those of others, we 
felt it necessary to mention all of what occurred on our watch.
Here's what we observed and learned from staffing the booth 
from 5:00pm - 9:00pm on Saturday evening:

1) With 2 exceptions, no one was aware of ONE-PS, who we
are or our purpose. During conversations, guests made
presumptive statements, which we corrected, that their
perceptions from the booth were that One-PS was a real estate
venture, a political organization, a district re-
organization function, and/or a social platform similar to
NextDoor. .
2) After educating guests of ONE-PS functions and purpose,
several who were considering buying a home in Palm Springs,
were grateful to receive the ONE-PS guide and brochure.
3) One couple from Seattle, commented they appreciated the
neighborhood identities, similar to the neighborhoods of
Seattle, and felt this factor made Palm Springs even more
desirable to buy a vacation home in.
4) Two different individuals wanted to know more about the
stats of each neighborhood, i.e. real estate mean costs,
population diversity, schools, etc.
5) The two that were aware of ONE-PS had no knowledge that
each neighborhood had reps, who they were, or that meetings
could be attended by citizens.
6) Everyone enjoyed the neighborhood map, but commented
the neighborhood names were too small and when evening fell
the booth was too dark to even read the map at all.



7) All were appreciative of the outreach and friendness of the
booth and thought the concept of ONE-PS was amazing.

That's All Folks,

Charlie & Colton

Charlie Roddy
M. Colton Windsor
2950 South Redwood Drive
Palm Springs, CA 92262
Cell  (760) 567-8260

*****************************************************************

From:Ardine Thompson

I want to thank Don and Ted for their work in setting it up and also making it so successful!  I 
really like the booth "awning" that states ONE-PS and identifies us.  All of the above 
comments I experienced as well.  Most folks were eager to talk to us and find out more about 
their NOrgs -- lots of interest!  I received several "thank yous" from folks in the NOrgs that I 
have been supporting/sending emails about meetings, how to revive their NOrgs -- really was 
appreciated.  So, I think we are on the right track.  Several lamented the fact that we are not 
meeting in person yet.  I also met an "ex-chair" of Little Beverly HIlls -- he had no idea who 
the folks were on their board, who represented them, had no idea what was going on.  He told
me he wanted to get involved again.  He said when the old chair person  moved away, he 
appointed a new chair person and not many folks in the neighborhood even know who this 
person is according to him.  I gave him the rep's contact information for Little Beverly Hills. 

Thanks everyone for turning out ... it was hot and sunny, but most enjoyable!
Ardine 

*****************************************************************

From: Daniel Fast

1.Most of the conversations I recall were that people had no idea that they lived in a NOrg
neighborhood or who their contact was. We got some people to sign up so their NOrg can
reach out to them.
2. People wanting ONE-PS to "do something" about the homeless and vacation rental/noise
issues
3. People unclear how to access City or other services via the City website - e.g. broken
water main



4. People loved the ability to pinpoint their neighborhood - an easier to read map with clearer
street names would have been helpful - the sticky dots were a great idea but TOO SMALL -
almost everyone fumbled putting them on.
5. People wanted to get more copies of the ONE-PS book and blade signs (very popular)
6. A list of the Council-members and their phone numbers next to the map so people could
take a picture of it.
It was a LOT of fun!

Dan Fast, Chair Araby Cove NO
2245 Rim Rd, PS CA 92264-4931
310-650-0246

*****************************************************************

-----Original Message-----
From: Don Barrett <donb92264@gmail.com>
Subject: ONE-PS Pride booth / report on results

NOrgs from the booth perspective:

The booth seemed to be much busier than in previous Prides AND it seemed that we had far more local 
residents/seasonals stop by than in the past, and there was much more interest in ONE-PS and NOrgs 
than I remember from the past.  That seemed to be in part due to a high number of younger (meaning 
not retirees) moving into the city.  Of course there was the usual confusion between NOrgs and HOA's, 
but I had multiple conversations about creating new NOrgs, reinvigorating existing ones, and NOrg 
expansion.  Since we were very busy, on all of those I said to please contact us about their interest by 
using the contact form on the website -- of course many won't follow through, but lets hope some do.   
Specific:

 New NOrg west of Twin Palms (i.e., Sahara Mobile home park and adjacent):  There
were three different conversations about the need for a NOrg west of Twin Palms that
would go from Camino Real to S Palm Canyon, between East Palm Canyon and
LaVerne. One was from a couple that live in the new homes behind the Ace, another
from a couple in the condos on LaVerne at Palo Fiero, and another from someone
within Sahara MHP.

 Lawrence-Crossley:  Had one promising sounding conversation with someone in
Mountain Shadows about expanding Lawrence-Crossley.

 Baristo:  Two conversations about reinvigorating Baristo, one from a couple in a condo
on Caballeros and one from an resident on the north side of Ramon near Ralph's

 Midtown:  Two conversations about reinvigorating Midtown, don't remember the
specifics on those

 Gateway:  There was at least one conversation about not knowing about Gateway and
wanting it more visible.

 El Mirador expansion:  One conversation about inclusion of the condos near
Cottonwood into El Mirador.

mailto:donb92264@gmail.com


Also, surprising number of residents of Los Compadres, Sonora Sunrise, and Sunrise Park.
************'

Please add about your experiences:

don
-- 

Don Barrett
Vice-Chair, ONE-PS (Organized Neighborhoods of Palm Springs)
Interim Chair, Code Enforcement and Public Works Committee
Chair, Warm Sands Neighborhood Organization.
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